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Kai Ora is a collaborative movement working to
transform the kai system in Whanganui.
Together we can bring kai home to our people.
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Moemoea - Vision

pou - Core values

The people and environment of Whanganui are thriving and resilient,
nourished by a wellbeing-enhancing kai system that provides for
kai sovereignty and kai security.

Whanau

Thriving Kai, Thriving People, Thriving Environment.

Our whānau and communities are connected by kai and are
able to meaningfully participate in the food system.

Whanganuitanga

-

putake - purpose
Kai Ora is a collaborative movement working to transform the kai system in Whanganui.
We are creating a Regenerative Local Kai System, rooted in Whanganuitanga,
and supported by diverse community partnerships.

Our local values form the foundations of our food system - this means our
local food system reflects who we are as people of Whanganui.

Resilience

Our local supply chains are secure against external disruptions such as
ecological, economic or social upheaval.

Sustainable & Mana-Enhancing

We are building on existing community energy to increase access to local,
nourishing and mana-enhancing kai for all.

Our kai is produced using sustainable practices which move our communities
away from reliance, while uplifting human and environmental wellbeing.

We are supporting action-oriented collaboration and enabling local kai
initiatives to thrive by connecting them with funding, training,
learning opportunities and mentorship.

Easiest Choice is the Healthiest Choice
Nutritious food is affordable and easy to access.

Change through collaboration

Ngā manga iti, ngā manga nui e honohono kau ana, ka tupu hei Awa Tupua
The small and large streams that flow into one another form one River

As a vibrant community in Whanganui, we already have the necessary resources and collective
intelligence to transform our kai system. We’ll need to work together, and Kai Ora exists to
increase connectivity and collaboration between people on the ground.
Kai Ora is a collective of organisations and individuals who share knowledge, ideas, contacts
and opportunities with each other. Any person or organisation may join Kai Ora if they are
committed to the kaupapa and objectives of the Collective.

Matauranga
Maori
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education

The people and organisations who are a part of Kai Ora are orienting their work around a
growing number of focus areas, including:
		
- Mātauranga Māori			
- Kai Growing
		
- Kai Education			
- Kai Policy
		
- Kai in Schools			
- Kai Distribution

kai in
schools

Te Kawa Tuawha:
Ngā manga iti, ngā manga nui e honohono kau ana, ka tupu hei Awa Tupua
The small and large streams that flow into one another form one River

kai
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In this way, we can see every collaboration within the Collective as a stream that connects with
other streams to form a network of action around particular focus areas. All these streams flow
into the river of kai system transformation.
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We understand the way Kai Ora is organised by looking to our awa (the Whanganui River) and
Tupua te Kawa - the ancestral lore that enshrines the relationship between the river and the
people.
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distribution

Through our unified and collaborative approach, we can generate momentum from each
success within Kai Ora, and achieve collective impact.

Kai Ora is a collective of small and large collaborations,
guided by shared values, that contribute to the
transformation of our kai system.

Together we can bring kai home to our whānau, our whenua, our awa.
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What is a regenerative
local kai system?
Regenerative: This means life-creating systems that focus on increasing the wellbeing of
people, communities and their environments.
Local: This means bringing all decisions relevant to kai back into the hands of the local people
involved with feeding their communities.
Kai System: This means the whole network of kai, including growing, foraging, preparing,
packaging, distributing, sharing, eating and recycling.

Mātauranga Māori
Indigenous wisdom provides
for local food sovereignty and
security. Māori values
guide the kai
system.

Local
Production

By putting local communities at the centre and focusing on social and ecological health,
Regenerative Local Kai Systems can improve wellbeing, foster multiculturalism, develop climate
resilience, enhance the natural environment, create employment and empower communities.
A Whanganui-centric Regenerative Local Kai System reflects who we are - informed by hundreds
of years of indigenous knowledge and diverse cultural food practices - and ensures that food is
produced in ways that nourishes our people, our whenua, our awa.

Low Processing
Prioritises whole foods, traditional
preserving methods and
Small Scale
using minimal imported
Kai is grown, enhanced
ingredients.
and distributed through
many small scale farms,
processing facilities, and
outlets.
Community
Hubs

Regional Production
Kai is grown locally by
people who have deep
relationships with
the area.

Community
Oriented
Primary focus on
community wellbeing through
relationships, reciprocity and
collaboration.

Thriving
Environment

Profit
Zero Waste

Processing

Whānau Access

High Biodiversity
Local farms and communities have
high levels of biodiversity.
Growing
Low Carbon
Te
Taiao
is
a
healthy
and
Regeneratively
Low transport miles
abundant source
Sustainable practices
significantly reduce carbon
of kai.
prioritise the ecological health
emissions. Healthy soils
of soil, air and water, and the
draw carbon from the atmosphere
social health of people.
into the soil.

Local
Transport

Relationships
Mana-enhancing
relationships between
people, atua, plants,
animals, land,
ocean, rivers.

Whānau Access

Nutritionally Dense
Healthy soils grow nutrient
dense kai that nourishes
the body,
mind and spirit.

Food
Abundance
Food is not exported,
so local communities have
an abundance of fresh kai which can
be preserved for seasons to come.

Wild
Forage

No Waste
Compostable packaging
and food waste is recycled,
and food is distributed to
people who need it.

what Might this look like
in whanganui?
Our kai
system is rooted in
Whanganuitanga.

All our people are fed
and nourished
by local kai.

MAtauranga
MAori
• Traditional knowledge is honoured as
locally-relevant and foundational;
• Mātauranga Māori significantly informs all
developments in the kai system;
• Whanganuitanga is the locally-specific
wisdom that guides the kai system into
the future.

Kai in schools
• All our tamariki have access to local,
nourishing kai that is provided through
schools;
• School staff are enabled and empowered
to provide kai in the most appropriate
and effective way for their shool and their
kids.

Kai policy
• Local economic policies are changed to
actively reduce the costs of local kai;
• Local people have the ability to inform
what kai comes into the region;
• Local government supports local kai
systems and circular economies that
eliminate food waste.

Kai is honoured as a source of intergenerational
connection, knowledge and medicine.

Iwi and whānau are
active participants
and decision
makers.

Te Awa Tupua
is healthy and
thriving.

Kai education
• Equitable access to kai oriented training
and education;
• Widespread locally-run kai courses and
workshops for whānau and community;
• Learning about regenerative local kai
is integrated into all aspects of the kai
system.

Kai growing
• Opportunity to practice ancestral and
traditional methods of growing;
• Opportunities to become local kai
growers;
• Local growers are valued, and locally
grown kai is the most easily available kai
through local kai markets.

Kai distribution
• Equitable access to local kai for all
whānau of Whanganui;
• Exceptional support for vulnerable
communities in their access to kai;
• Kai is easily available without any need
for additional time and energy input from
whānau.
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Join the Movement
Are you keen to be a part of
transforming our food system?
www.kaiora.org.nz
www.facebook.com/kaiorawhanganui
kaiorawhanganui@gmail.com

